CRITERIA FOR SUBMITTING PAPERS

*Problema* will consider collaborations in English or Spanish relating to legal, political and moral philosophy topics, in one of the following sections of the journal: Discussion Topics, Articles or Review Essays. Collaborations will be submitted to a peer review in order to determine the publication of the collaboration.

All collaboration must meet the following requirements:

1) Discussion topics, articles or review essays must be presented in Word for Windows, Book Old Style font of 12 pt. justified, line spacing 1.5 and page numbers.
2) Each article or discussion topic must have an abstract of no more than 100 words.
3) Notes must appear in foot of page with *book old style* font of 12 pt. justified, line spacing 1.5, according to the following format:

   3 Rawls, John, *op. cit.*, n. 1, p. 337.
   4 *Idem.*

4) Bibliography will follow the format for footnotes, but in this case, the author surnames in capitals.
5) For further details, consult the following web page: *www.juridicas.unam.mx* or send us an email.
6) Along with collaborations authors should include information in order to keep contact with them (e-mail address, telephone number, post address, fax, and current academic information).

Papers may be emailed to problema.unam@gmail.com or sent (printed and in a CD format) to “Problema” *Journal of Jurisprudence c/o Juan Vega Gómez, Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas, UNAM, located at Circuito Mario de la Cueva s/n, Ciudad Universitaria, 04510, Delegación Coyoacán, México, Distrito Federal.
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